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Want to live a long, happy lifestyle? Yes! Want to get old? Later years scares the heck out of us.!
Let’s face it. You really can’t hope to experience an extended, happy life without growing older.
Why not make sure you’re on your path, right now, that may bring you probably the most
happiness, health and longevity? We like the idea of living a long, happy life, but nobody wants to
grow OLD. Finally, the publication explains what you ought to do to assure an extended, fulfilling,
healthy existence. And over 80, 90 or 100? NO! "Content Healthy…Dead: Why What You Think YOU
UNDERSTAND About Aging Is Incorrect, and WAYS TO GET It Right" teaches you what sets aside
those people who are enjoying lifestyle in their afterwards years from those who lament their
every waking moment. It offers extensive scientific analysis proving how vital our current
thoughts, feelings and attitudes are to your ability to experience an extended, healthy future, plus
real life types of seniors living happily in their 80s, 90s and beyond. The image is even worse. Our
time on Earth could be finite, but nowhere is it written that our last 10, 20 or 30 years should be
spent in decline and misery! But here’s the issue: for most of us, our mental picture isn't too
pretty of existence beyond (complete the blank with whatever age group you imagine is “old”).
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I appreciate this publication. Inspiring and helpful, the book's content material is by no means
the run-of-the-mill "exercise and diet" type. Definitely worth it.! Feel good, look great!! WOW!!! I
wasn't sure just what to expect from this publication, but was so amazed, and also quite
motivated and exhilarated! Dr. Nelson shows us how being happy actually slows growing older
we've come to simply accept right down to a halt, and she shows us exactly how to accomplish
it. Right now I am not only enjoying feeling better but I have one more excellent reason to take
action! You will think in different ways about aging! Seems therefore simple, but nobody ever
pointed out the correlation before. Thanks Dr. Nelson because of this practical information to
looking and sense great at any age! I must say i liked the title. If you are like me--namely in need
of inspiration about what to take action you don't end up unhappy for the last 20 roughly years of
your life--then it is definitely for you.! Rather it is certainly about how things such as gratitude
and appreciation can help you to live an extended and happy life.We especially love how she's
her readers consider the positive side of each stressful situation – that is a MUST go through for
good health!. I am also noticing that all of the people I know over 80 who look fantastic and have
good health are also a few of the happiest people I understand. I know some of this information,
but i hadn't considered it in terms of aging! Wow. She was correct, much of what I considered
ageing was incorrect. Great publication, fun read.as a pal of mine used to state: nobody gets out
alive! Nelson's love of life.WOW! What I really like about Dr. Noelle Nelson can be how well she
writes about beneficial information. It covers many areas of life and makes You think the most
important thing to you and how exactly to maintain positivity and Motivated when faced with
life's interesting challenges. This book has great stories, clearly articulated principles and slips in
a few profound wisdom about the impact our thinking has on every area of our lives. With humor,
practical strategies. Noelle Nelson's latest book offers an abundance of compelling, scientifically-
based info for better living, not merely for seniors, but also for any age. Did I say I love the tales?
And her suggested methods are ALL FREE! Helpful life strategies for all ages Dr. I read the Kindle
edition and ordered a hard copy just to own it in my hands. She understands her science and
provides the implications home in ways that I could understand and put to use immediately. and
extremely catchy chapter titles, she displays, through her very own example as well as other
thriving seniors, how to improve your daily life. Patty McKenna (ballet dancing rocks at Level 6!
The book has lots of practical tips on how to proceed to make it a wonderful experience. Great
read Before I read this book, I didn't realize how much the way I believe, my general attitude
towards life and my overall outlook on things could influence what happens if you ask me as I
grow older. Aging occurs to everyone and it's really all about the method that you approach it.
The reserve has lots of practical guidelines on what to do to make it an excellent experience.
Great read.! Read it – LOVED IT and am sharing it with all my family ... Read it – LOVED It all and
am sharing it with all my children and friends – youthful and old. The author’s insight into Basic
ways to add the dimension of ‘appreciation’ to our lives and health is EXTREMELY VALUABLE!. I
do appreciate this book. What's more, the guidance is presented in a down-to-earth fashion that
makes it relevant and apparent to comprehend. THANK YOU!! Doing specific things like
cultivating gratitude and appreciation, and adopting a far more positive and mindful way of living,
her strategies can improve our relationship with ourselves as well as with our significant others.)
I could not advocate this more highly This was a wonderful read. The extensive examples were
right on the nose. Learn how to appreciate aging whatever your age A positive life affirming
publication on how best to age gracefully and appreciate every minute of it. Of course, this made
it a lot more exciting to read. I possibly could not recommend this more highly. Dr.! An Eye
Opener! Like dr. ;-) Three Stars Started off good, finished up getting more of a marriage manual



than other things. Highly recommend it! That is a gem of just a little book! Highly recommend it! I
highly recommend this book I highly recommend this reserve! She makes the topic of aging (not
necessarily an easy one) an easy read. I kept finding myself in so lots of the vignettes. I
treasured the title. Nelson's character and humor shine throughout. I've recommended it to
friends, doctors and family members as essential read on aging.
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